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Faber Piano Adventures Level 2A
Learning Library Pack Four Book Set
- Lesson, Theory, Performance, And
Technique & Artistry Books

This innovative and exciting method series combines the strengths of intervallic reading, multi-key,
and Middle C approaches; offers a wide variety of sounds and styles with many optional teacher
duets; and entertains and delights students with beautiful color illustrations and a carefully
conceived layout. The Level 2A Lesson Book (HL.420174) follows Piano Adventures Level 1. The
book opens with a Note Reading Guide and an introduction to eighth note rhythm patterns. Students
work with 5-finger transposition, functional harmony, and musical phrases. Exploration of C, G, D
and A major and minor 5-finger positions builds on intervallic reading skills that were introduced in
the earlier level. Appealing repertoire reinforces key concepts and encourages students to explore
musical expression through varied dynamics and tempos. Selections include well-known classics
from the great composers and original compositions. The Level 2A Technique & Artistry Book
(HL.420191) features effective "Technique Secret" exercises which train students in firm fingertips,
light thumb, fast fingers, hands together coordination, and wrist float-off. An "Artistry Magic" piece at
the end of each unit explores expressive playing. A useful reference section presents all twelve
major 5-finger scales plus the seven white key minor 5-finger scales, grouped in easy to memorize
patterns. The Level 2A Theory Book (HL.420175) has thematic tie-in with the Level 2A Lesson
Book, inviting students into the pages for deeper understanding. A wide variety of theory activities
engage students with eighth notes, phrases, transposition, and 5-finger scales. Composer
biographies provide valuable context for Lesson Book pieces. The Level 2A Performance Book
(HL.420176) offers an array of colorful elementary pieces that reinforce the concepts presented in
the Lesson Book. The selections range from classical compositions to American folk songs and
imaginative originals.
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Piano Adventures makes teaching my daughters piano fairly easy. The progression that these
books follows makes sense and helps my kids go from one lesson to the next. My husband teaches
them and plays the piano well but wouldn't be able to teach them without these books. The are a
great tool and I am so excited that my girls are learning how to play.

Thank you for making age/level appropriate books for students. They have caught on quickly to your
methods. I would say there is some lingo in the books, that if you haven't used these books from the
very beginning, might confuse you a bit.

Have taught piano using this set of four Faber & Faber piano method books since they first came on
the market. I highly recommend the complete set of four as they compliment one another and
reinforce concepts.

My students love this series. The only problem is having to switch between all of these books in a
lesson. Great for the younger students as it tends to keep them interested. But, is there a teachers
book available that has the whole lesson in one?

My son used Bastien piano basic in the beginning when he was 3. A few months later after he
finished level 1B, he transferred to Piano adventure (Lesson, Theory, Performance, Technic &
Sight-reading), because his piano teach was using it. It's well organized. Also, my son is learning
fast using this book. I think he finished all 2A books in 2 or 3 months. We are all happy with his new
books.

Faber piano adventures make playing the piano so much fun. My girls love singing the words to the
songs as they become more familiar with them. We are definitely fans of these books!

Fast delivery and great price for four books. Exactly what we were looking for and just as it was
described I would look for this seller for my next set of piano books

My son's piano teacher loves this collection. He is learning fast and playing well.
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